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and attending conference workshops.
Such shepherds and workshop participants

offer another pair of eyes and another set of
experiences when verifying solutions in fledg-
ling patterns. So, when Mary Lynn Manns and
I were working on a collection of patterns for
our book,1 we submitted subsets of our grow-
ing collection to conferences for review. Writ-
ers’ workshops at the conferences provided
good feedback on the patterns and connected
us to other change agents who had tried to in-
troduce patterns in their teams and organiza-
tions. These connections were invaluable as
the pattern collection grew, providing both a
sounding board for our ideas and a different
viewpoint on the patterns and collection.

What the conference reviewers couldn’t pro-
vide was a detailed examination of a related do-
main, simply because it takes too much time
and energy for what is typically seen as a low
return on investment. However, at one point,
various reviewers began to say the patterns we

were writing were too low-level. We were writ-
ing about introducing patterns, but the review-
ers felt that our patterns could be used to intro-
duce any new idea. Our exploration of this
suggestion took us on a journey outside the
software domain that gave us a broader and
deeper understanding of our patterns.

Resisting abstraction
Determining the appropriate level of ab-

straction is an old debate in the patterns com-
munity—authors are always asking, “Where
should abstraction end?” I recall a discussion
in one company’s writers’ workshop in which
someone in one functional area had docu-
mented a pattern for a particular application
even though the pattern had already been doc-
umented elsewhere for a different application.
The question was, Should we write one larger,
more abstract pattern that captures the ideas in
both lower-level patterns? Or, should we write,
and add to the pattern library, two nearly iden-
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tical patterns that really solve the same prob-
lem but have different known uses, examples,
and application areas?

I felt (echoing Einstein) that the answer was
to make patterns as low-level as possible but no
lower. Readers, it still seems to me, respond to
the vocabulary of their own domains. I think
the clearest example of this is the motivation,
known uses, and programming languages used
in the Gang-of-Four book.2 The developers I
worked with were initially enthusiastic about
the book’s patterns but were surprised they did-
n’t clearly address performance issues. This was
important for other users as well—in particular,
for the Ada programming language community,
a group that the patterns community has (even
now) missed completely.

Ada programmers looked at the GoF book
and said, “C++? Smalltalk? Windows stuff?
This can’t be for me!” and moved on. These
developers weren’t going to spend time trying
to translate abstractions from a book without
Ada or real-time, embedded examples, so they
didn’t see any use for patterns. A few Ada
folks made forays into the patterns world but
were never able to bridge the gap. 

What clinched it for me was reading Joseph
Bergin’s pattern Do the Right Thing (see the
sidebar). This pattern pokes fun at the idea of
high-level abstraction by suggesting that if we
just did the right thing, that’s the only pattern
we would need! All other patterns are just im-
plementations of this one grand problem and
solution.

As a result of this early bias, Manns and I re-
sisted the idea of making our patterns more ab-
stract. We resisted not only on principle but also
because we felt we’d be demonstrating a certain
lack of integrity, since our experience as success-
ful change agents was based (we believed) only
on introducing patterns. We didn’t have any ex-
perience with introducing other new ideas, and
we hadn’t solicited such stories from others.

Patterns for introducing new ideas
During this time of reflection regarding

the abstraction issue, my daughter, Amy, was
the programs director for the Multiple Scle-
rosis Society in Nashville. For Christmas, she
gave me the biography of Sylvia Lawry, the
founder of the MS Society.3 I’m always curi-
ous about people, especially women, who get
things going, so I thought this would be an
interesting read. I was totally unprepared,

however, to see throughout the book exam-
ples of the patterns that Manns and I had
been writing. In many cases, small changes in
wording made the text closely match the sto-
ries we had collected from change agents in
software teams who had tried to get their
peers to use the Mediator pattern. The book
didn’t always provide enough detail for us to
use its stories and known uses, but we ex-
tracted enough information to convince us
that the reviewer feedback we had received
was correct. We began to think of our pat-
terns as appropriate for introducing any new
idea, not just patterns.
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Context:

Things are bad. Really bad.

Forces:
When things are bad it is really tough and bad things happen. 
When things get better the bad stuff doesn’t happen any more and

you feel good. Really good.

Solution:
Do the right thing. Make the bad thing better.

Resulting Context:
Things are good. Really good. 

Known Uses:
When you were small your father would make the Monsters Under the

Bed go away just by sticking his head in your room. He did the right thing.
When you are really sick, eat your Mom’s chicken soup. Only your

Mom’s. Only she knows how to do the right thing. 

Related Patterns:
Deep Thought, Law of Unintended Consequences

With thanks to Spike Lee, who, as Mookie in his film Do the Right Thing,
did the right thing. Decisively.

With thanks to my sponsors, the developers of Prozac, for a generous
grant (product), which made this possible.

Note and disclaimer. If anything can be a pattern, then this is. If patterns are just a lit-

erary form, then this is. However, if patterns are about resolution of forces and solving

problems in context, then this is just fun. And no, I did not actually have a grant from

Eli Lilly and Company. That too was just fun. Enjoy.

Joseph Bergin’s “Do the Right Thing”



And then new stories began to appear—
stories about introducing agile practices, new
testing approaches, CMM levels, CM practices
… you name it. And they fit. Expanding all the
patterns in the collection to this higher level al-
most always required little more than changing
a few words and adding new known uses.

It was the “right thing to do,” as Bergin
would say. It felt right, and we weren’t losing
anything by moving our focus to a higher level
of abstraction. We were able to include all the
information about other new ideas without
significant changes to the existing patterns. In
fact, the new stories added credibility.

We also found that we had experience we
weren’t aware of. Manns is an academic at a
university going through a lot of change, so she
shared her experiences as a successful change
agent introducing innovation into a changing
organization. We even convinced one of her
colleagues to write a case study about introduc-
ing a particular innovation in his college. I be-
gan introducing Scrum practices in my organi-
zation. As we looked around, we saw that we
were using our patterns in many other in-
stances, even in our personal lives. How many
times had we tried to convince our friends and
family to try something new?

So, we expanded our focus and wrote Fear-
less Change: Patterns for Introducing New
Ideas. Were there downsides to the increased
abstraction? Of course—as with the solution
to any pattern, there were consequences. Read-
ers looking for solutions to particular needs
would see our stories or known uses, which
were outside their domain, and say, “But this is
about <fill in the blank>, while I’m interested
in <fill in more blanks>.” We’re all stuck in our
own domains. However, most readers have
been able to apply our patterns without stum-
bling over a particular story or known use, so
the consequences have been minor.

Manns and I have also been able to adapt
our patterns as needed. For example, in our
training classes on the Fearless Change pat-
terns, participants act out a play. We provide
scripts where the actors tell the story of a
change agent who uses the patterns to intro-
duce agile practices to an organization. When
the situation calls for it, we can easily adapt
the play. I gave a presentation based on the
play where, instead of agile practices, Play-
Doh modeling was the innovation. I have also
written a version for pharmaceutical represen-

tatives, because my daughter now works for a
pharmaceutical company that uses Fearless
Change for training purposes. Introducing ag-
ile practices isn’t that different from a rep try-
ing to influence a doctor to write a prescrip-
tion for a particular drug.

Despite these experiences, I don’t believe
the debate over abstraction levels is over—
there’s no simple answer. Continuing to raise
abstraction leads to Bergin’s single pattern, so
we still face the question of when to stop.
And, as I describe next, looking at the lower
levels is still valuable.

Looking to another domain
Recently, I visited a college’s campus book-

store. (I always enjoy stopping in college
bookstores, not only to experience sticker
shock over the price of textbooks but also to
see what courses are being offered these days.
It always makes me want to go back to
school—and also glad I don’t have to!) As I
headed down one aisle, a large copy of Diffu-
sion of Innovation by E.M. Rogers4 caught
my eye—“strange,” I thought, because I was
in the agriculture section. We heavily refer-
enced this publication in our book because
Rogers introduces a model that segments a
“normal” population, based on its response to
innovation, into the following categories: In-
novators, Early Adopters, Early Majority, Late
Majority, and Laggards.

I was intrigued by the accompanying text
for the course, a small paperback called Two
Ears of Corn by Roland Bunch.5 The title is
from Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels: 

Whoever could make two ears of corn, or
two blades of grass, to grow upon a spot of
ground where only one grew before, would
deserve better of mankind, and do more es-
sential service to his country than the whole
race of politicians put together.

As I leafed through the book, which was
subtitled “A Guide to People-Centered Agri-
cultural Improvement,” I was surprised to see
that it described the patterns in Fearless
Change. This wasn’t a book about patterns,
however. It was for a course titled, “The Dif-
fusion and Adoption of Agricultural Innova-
tions.” The course description read: “Factors
that influence rates of diffusion and adoption
of innovations. Consequences of adopting or
rejecting innovations. Processes by which
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change agents influence introduction and
adoption of innovations.”

So I bought the book, which turned out to
be pretty easy to read, but, as a “pattern
junkie,” I kept tripping over contexts, forces,
problems, and solutions. I couldn’t help but
think that the book would have been even more
useful and easier to understand and implement
if it had been cast as a collection of patterns.

I was especially moved by the following:

The introduction of innovations into Third
World agriculture has met with everything
from disaster to exhilarating success. Well-
bred animals have often died of disease and
malnutrition. Home and school vegetable
gardens have yielded disappointing results in
many projects in India and nearly every-
where they have been tried in Latin Amer-
ica. Yet poor goatherds in a remote program
area in the Bolivian Andes have walked for
fourteen hours to buy animal vaccines, and
Indian farmers involved in a program in
Guatemala are producing, with their own
native varieties, up to 3,200 kilos per hec-
tare of dry beans, twice the average yield in
the United States.

Some innovations increase the production of
thousands of farmers while others fail to be
accepted by even a handful. If we are going
to work with only a few innovations, how
can we choose the ones that will find the
widest acceptance?

World Neighbors’ experience indicates that
there are a number of widely applicable crite-
ria that can guide us in choosing the appro-
priate technology for any particular area.

“Widely applicable criteria”—patterns! I
was so excited by this book and the idea that
the patterns in Fearless Change might help a
large part of the population outside the origi-
nal target audience. I also felt that this was the
kind of “big idea” application that many of us
were looking for—a way to help make the
world a better place.

I contacted Roland Bunch and learned that
Two Ears of Corn has been translated into
eight languages, and more than 60 nongovern-
mental organizations, government agencies,
and universities around the world use it. I
asked if I could contribute by producing a pat-
terns handbook for agricultural innovation,

with all royalties going to the nonprofit organ-
ization that sponsored the original publication.
Two Ears of Corn, with its stories, simple
drawings, and appealing message, helps third
world farmers improve their lives. Who would-
n’t want to step up and contribute?

So, when I first started rewriting Two Ears
of Corn, my goal was to give something to a
cause. However, as I read and re-read the
book and began to weave patterns from
Bunch’s words, I found nuggets of wisdom
that don’t translate to the patterns in Fearless
Change. In other words, I’m receiving as much
from my translating work as I had hoped to
give. Two Ears of Corn has helped Manns and
me as we continue to work on expanding and
improving our patterns. When, for example,
one of us stumbles across a new pattern that
we’re not sure we captured, the clear and com-
pelling stories of agricultural innovation in
small villages enable us to think more clearly
about context, forces, problem, and solution.
I’m learning about the patterns Manns and I
have written as I struggle to understand a do-
main I know nothing about. I’m not an agri-
cultural expert, but I have learned how people
react to change in a new setting, and the wis-
dom in Two Ears of Corn resonates with me.

Patterns and vocabulary
Pattern writers often think of their work as

producing a language, where the patterns’
names have a connection with each other that
we can structure as a network. The pattern
names frame a vocabulary for the target do-
main, letting users converse about the domain
in a code that simplifies the discussion.

I once asked Martin Fowler about two pat-
terns that Manns and I were discussing. We
couldn’t decide whether to collapse them into
one pattern or to keep them separate. Fowler
said that having extra patterns increases the lan-
guage’s size and results in more effort for users
to remember and apply the language. I thought
this was an excellent answer. The patterns pro-
vide a vocabulary. If a particular pattern con-
tributes to that vocabulary so that essential
ideas would be missing from appropriate con-
versations, the pattern should be included. Not
having certain words means you can’t have cer-
tain conversations. You can clearly see this at
work in the following story.

In researching third world environments
and related topics, I stumbled across a report
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about the Pirahãs,6 a small tribe of approxi-
mately 300 people living on the Maici River in
Brazil. This tribe has an unusually simple lan-
guage—so simple that it has attracted the at-
tention of numerous linguists, anthropolo-
gists, and cognitive researchers.

For example, the Pirahãs have no way of
expressing numbers. Researchers have never
heard words for “all,” “every,” or “more”
from this tribe. There is one word, hói, which
comes close to the numeral 1, but it can also
mean “small.” The tribal members don’t even
appear to count without language—on their
fingers, for example.

One researcher noted that not having
words for numbers seems to mean that there is
no thought about numbers.6 His findings have
stirred up the old controversy originally put
forth by linguist Benjamin Whorf, who said
that people can only construct thoughts for
which they possess words.6 Because the Pi-
rahãs have no words for numbers, they can’t
understand the concept of numbers.

By contrast, a similar tribe, the Warlpiri—a
group of Australian aborigines whose lan-
guage is a bit more advanced than the Pirahãs
(they recognize “one,” “two,” and “many”)—
learned to count beyond three in English.
However, over eight months, another re-
searcher tried in vain to teach the Pirahãs to
count in Portuguese. “In the end,” he said,
“not a single person could count to ten.”6

It’s not that the Pirahãs lack intelligence.
“Their thinking isn’t any slower than the aver-
age college freshman,” says one researcher.6

And the Pirahãs don’t live in isolation. They mix
with people from the surrounding populations,
so their intellectual abilities are likely equal to
those of their neighbors. They just don’t use
numbers and don’t see any use for them.

Similarly, not having a particular pattern
means that users can’t include that idea in a
discussion of problems and solutions in that
domain. As I learn about agriculture, I see
missing patterns that Manns and I might want
to add to our collection. The question we face
isn’t whether the missing ideas represent pat-
terns but whether they contribute useful vo-
cabulary about our domain. Once we agree on
that, capturing the pattern is easier.

We don’t often make decisions about the
importance of ideas with the goal of discard-
ing those things that are not useful. Most of
us, especially now that we live in Internet

Land, accumulate everything we find—feeling
somehow that we will find a use for it. Per-
haps, like the Pirahãs, it might pay us to be-
come more discriminating in our lives and in
our pattern languages to produce cleaner, truly
useful vocabularies instead of growing compli-
cated networks of patterns that we document
just because we can.

One example of a pattern from Two Ears of
Corn that hasn’t made it into the second edition
of Fearless Change is “Broader Human Goals”:

Most programs have much broader goals
than simply increasing agricultural produc-
tivity. They aim to improve the quality of
life, liberate the human spirit, lead more ful-
filling lives, and develop the total human be-
ing. What this means is hard to define, and
should not be defined by the program, but
with the help of the villagers. The villagers
may not want to face these issues until they
have overcome their more immediate prob-
lems. Yet, if these more subtle goals remain
undefined for too long, they may remain un-
fulfilled.

Our experience shows that even programs
with no other goal beyond agricultural im-
provement should pay some attention to the
broader human goals. Agricultural improve-
ment becomes slow, inefficient, and tempo-
rary if broader human factors are not taken
into account. If agricultural work makes
people more individualistic, dishonest, and
self-seeking (as it sometimes does), the peo-
ple’s ability to work together, which perma-
nent agricultural improvement requires, will
be destroyed. If agriculture teaches villagers
to feel incapable and to depend on outsiders,
the process of agricultural improvement will
end when the program does. The design of
every aspect of the program—from leader-
ship training and administrative style to the
choice of the technology to be taught—
must take into account the impact it will
have on the achievement of these broader
human goals.5

When we bring patterns or agile practices
to our work communities, we might have in
the recesses of our minds some idea about im-
proving life for our team, but we typically
don’t address “broader human goals”—ex-
cept, perhaps, in a retrospective. I believe this
is an important pattern for introducing agri-
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cultural improvement in the third world. It
might be that we’re underestimating its im-
portance in software development, but we
have no plans to document it—yet. I would be
interested in hearing from readers with strong
opinions (one way or the other) about this.
This is another ongoing discussion within the
patterns community.

P atterns—their names, presence or ab-
sence, level of abstraction, and target
domain—affect the way we think

about our environment and how we solve prob-
lems in it. Having a pattern (or name) for some-
thing means we can think and talk about it.
Sometimes the effort in facing problems is re-
duced by moving to a higher level of abstrac-
tion. It can also be beneficial to reach across do-
mains so that, for example, expertise in third
world agriculture can help us understand how
to introduce new software development ideas.

To write the most effective pattern languages,
we must be flexible and open enough to exploit
the power of abstraction when it’s appropriate
and to learn from any domain’s implementation
details, even if the connection seems remote. At
the same time, we must be wise enough to see
that not every discovery will lead to a pattern
worth adding to our collection. Seeing each new
idea clearly and examining it from all sides to
identify its useful application will help us learn
more about the problems we face. Maybe this is
what learning is all about, and maybe this is
how we keep building.
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